
13 January 2009

Senator Cory Bernardi
Senator for South Australia
120-122 Port Road
Hindmash, SA 5007

Re: Internet censorship

Dear Senator Bernardi,

As one of your constituents, I write to express my support and thanks for the statement published on your 
blog on 12 December 2008 on the subject of “ISP Filtering.”1

You opened your article with, “I might surprise you today,” and you certainly did.  With your reputation 
preceding you, I had prejudged your position on this issue most unfairly, and was amazed to read an 
introduction to the ALP’s proposal which concluded with, “... right now, I cannot support it.”

As I continued reading, it became obvious that you had taken this position as a matter of principle, after 
taking advice from both sides.  You described that you had met with advocates of the scheme to discuss the 
matter, considered unintended consequences, and weighed the benefits parlayed by the Government 
against your judgement, political instinct and commitment to families.  In short, you formed your view by 
doing everything a constituent could reasonably expect an elected representative to do.

So I recognize that your blog article was no mere off-the-cuff comment, it was a considered, responsible 
statement guided by principle and experience.

I applaud your view of the interaction between government and families, wherein government can assist but 
never usurp.  The phrase “family values” often causes a rolling of the eyes when it enters the political 
discourse, but I would expect that all Australians of all political stripes should support your view that 
“Parental responsibility cannot and should not be abrogated to government - if it is, our society will only 
become weaker.”

Although we may differ on many other issues between now and the expiration of your term, I commend you 
on this one.  As a below-the-line voter I will remember your objection to the ALP’s profoundly wrong-headed 
policy next time I see your name on my ballot paper.

Sincerely yours,

Mark Newton

	 	

1 http://www.senatorbernardi.com/2008/12/corys-comment-isp-filtering.html 
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